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With an operating EU ETS now one of the main regulatory challenges that governments and market participants face is the 

implementation of the Kyoto Protocol (KP) into national legislation. As anyone having read the Marrakesh Accords (MA, the 

main body of practical decisions accompanying the KP) can attest, it is no way an easy task. Moreover, preparation to the first 

Kyoto compliance period requires going further than simply implementing international rules; it also requires thinking about and 

designing national climate strategies including compliance management and Greenhouse Gas state property (a portfolio of 

AAUs, ERUs, CERs, RMUs) management. Lax Phase I caps and draft NAP II plans showed that many of the EU Member States 

Governments had ignored the opportunity that the EU ETS offers in this endeavour. Nonetheless, leaving a larger share of 

compliance burden to the non-trading sector is not necessary irrational economically. The non-trading sector (the government) 

may comply at lower costs by International Emission Trading (IET) of AAUs than by either domestic measures or the trading 

sector by a tight EU ETS, thereby reducing overall national compliance costs. Contrary to ERUs and CERs, de jure the Linking 

Directive does not allow imports of AAUs into the EU ETS. De facto, however, the inflation of NAPs means implicit AAU 

import making trading sector compliance also cheaper. The simplest interpretation of overallocation is already addressed and 

rightly banned by EU allocation rules, whereas supplementarity is a “philosophical” (and economic!) requirement worth further 

fundamental discussions despite the Commission’s methodology for limiting credit imports into the EU ETS.  The trade-off is 

between the assumed social benefits of supplementarity and the higher compliance costs it entails. 

 

As from 2008 the EU ETS is basically a subset of the Kyoto system, the implementation of KP should take place making them 

consistent. In most countries so far, these issues, amidst struggling with the more burning tasks of the EU ETS, were swept under 

the carpet, only the most necessary steps were taken to comply with the time schedule laid down in MA and EU decision 

280/2004/EC.  The Linking Directive has addressed some of the issues, but also left many others open, leaving to MSs how to 

tackle them. In the following we only concentrate on some imminent practical compatibility issues. 

 

No country has yet fulfilled the conditions to follow JI track I conditions of MA, however essentially the same conditions apply 

for being eligible to participate in International Emission Trading under Kyoto (IET, KP Article 17 trading). As from January 

2008 the transfer of an EUA is at the same time also a transfer of an AAU, EU ETS companies in countries without IET 

eligibility may encounter non-executable transaction contracts. It should be taken into account when MSs are scheduling their 

priorities so that IET and hence EU ETS trading be possible from January 1, 2008. It is worth noting that JI track 2 criteria only 

by a superficially look differ much from track 1 criteria, as the report establishing AAUs (also required for track 2) has to include 

elements that are explicitly listed for track 1, too.  

 

Authorisation of entities is required by MA, if they want to participate in the flexible mechanisms. I argue for a liberal 

authorisation of entities for participating in the flexible mechanisms (and thus, trade). Whether trading activity, secondary and 

tertiary holding of credits count as participation, could be debated. The simplest way to circumvent this is to authorise anyone 

similarly to the rules of the EU ETS. While for AAUs it may be sufficient to authorise those participants wishing to trade or hold 

EUAs (although AAU authorisation can only entitle legal entities, whereas EU ETS also allows natural persons to trade –a clear 

conflict between the two systems to be solved) and maybe Green Investment Scheme type program participants, for 

buying/selling CERs and ERUs any legal entities wishing so should be authorised (it would also be reasonable to allow natural 

persons, but for ERUs, Marrakesh does not allow it). It is clear that, for example, Carbon Funds will need such authorisation. 

Liberal treatment of authorisation for trading and holding Kyoto credits (not to be mixed up with a “liberal” or light handed 

treatment of the project approval procedure) poses no risk for a Party’s Kyoto compliance, but helps secondary market liquidity 

and thus realisation of such projects as investors need not freeze in a portfolio. Such a liberal authorisation can be made easily if 

done under some legal act automatically when the entity applies for opening its account in the national registry. 

 

The commitment period reserve is aimed at preventing a Party from overselling AAUs (and other Kyoto credits). Basically, it 

allows selling any size of the national surplus, but even in the case of an AAU deficit, up to 10% of allocated five year AAUs can 



still be sold. The hitch comes with the privatisation of part of the AAUs along with essentially passing on corresponding part of 

Kyoto compliance obligation to the EU ETS sector. As with EUA trading AAUs are also transferred, EU ETS companies even 

temporarily transferring large amount of EUAs, i.e. much more than their surplus (not accompanied by emission reductions or 

not deriving from overallocation), could cause infringement of the CPR of the countries in which they are registered. As the CPR 

requirement should be satisfied moment by moment, the annual settlement in the EU ETS (having EUAs transferred back) does 

not help the situation. The basic problem is, that although an infringement close situation or transfer blocking is unlikely (it 

requires coherent behaviour of a large number of companies: large scale overselling, lending or simply transferring EUAs to 

mother companies’ accounts for a while), still to make sure it is prevented, general restrictions on trade affecting every company 

are often suggested as necessary.  This would impose unnecessary constraints on liquidity, even if overall CPR violation is far 

from threatening. Within the framework of a national solution, such a constraining measure could be uneven batching of 

allocation over the 5 years (say 5%, 20%, 20%, 20%, 35%;), or breaking down the CPR rule to the companies (they should 

always hold on their account 90% of the allocated EUAs or the amount corresponding to their last years emission, if it is lower. 

However, if such coherent transfer behaviour is unlikely, why not allow companies to do with their EUAs whatever they want? 

Unless they go bust, in the threat of the EUR 100/t fine they will comply with their liabilities anyway, and should they not, the 

fine far more than compensates the state for its additional Kyoto compliance cost. An analysis of company behaviour in the first 

two years of trading could show whether the intuition of unlikely CPR violation can be accepted or rejected. A theoretical legal 

problem should be still addressed, i.e. whether even a negligible chance of blocking the transaction of an “innocent” company 

due to others having just hit the CPR floor can be tolerated or not. My suggestion is prudent state GHG property (AAU) 

management, continuous monitoring and analysis of the situation, and only in the event of approaching the CPR, apply general 

EUA trade constraining rules, or temporarily intervene with increasing the state AAU/credit portfolio so as to maintain the CPR. 

The technically easiest and at the same time most efficient solution would be an international one: exempt the EU ETS sector 

from the CPR rule (close to 100% of it will annually comply with its cap, anyway), and apply it only to the non trading sector; 

however it seems politically impossible, because it would require modification of the Marrakesh Accords. 

 

It is worth noting, that the above described temporary CPR violation – contrary to first intuition - is less likely in AAU restricted 

old MSs than in “hot aired” new MSs. To see why, the two following cases should be considered in more detail.  

1. If a country has AAU deficit (or a surplus less than 10%), CPR violation due to EU ETS is highly unlikely with just a slightly 

prudent (non-overselling) state behaviour. For an example, let us assume that such a country has annually 100 Mt of AAU, of 

which one third, 33 Mt is allocated to the trading sector. The CPR would allow overselling 5x10=50 Mt of AAU, larger than the 

whole size of the annual EU ETS! Thus, with a prudent government, in the case of AAU deficit, it is practically impossible to 

breach the CPR in a country with less than 50% AAU allocated to the trading sector (in our 33% example, the government can 

even oversell 17 Mt)!  

2. If a state has a surplus larger than 10%, it should never sell all the expected surplus of the remaining years, but form an AAU 

buffer reserve, equalling the expected size of EUA overtransfer. This is because if the state sold its entire surplus, then even 1 

EUA oversold would hit the CPR rule. The buffer reserve can be sold in the grace period after the Kyoto commitment period.  

 

MA limits banking of ERUs and CERs at 2.5% of initial national AAUs, respectively, between commitment periods (first 

2012/2013). The passing on of this constraint re allocated EUAs is legally expedient; it has no practical restriction on a 

company’s GHG property and compliance management. The company can use all of its Kyoto credits for compliance (subject to 

the national limit), and bank the unnecessary EUAs instead. 

 

In the imminent task of matching Kyoto and EU ETS frictionlessly, Governments face some seemingly immaterial technical 

problems. However, decision makers might be overly prudent and/or comfortable, whereby hindering smooth operation and 

liquidity of the EU ETS and the credit market. This would be a development to be avoided in order to make GHG markets 

efficient and thus achieve compliance at lowest cost possible. 
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